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LA MANUFACTURE
Linus – Armchair
Design by Marco Dessí
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LA MANUFACTURE

The Linus chair inspiration is rooted in the
Nordic design heritage.
Homage to an organic modernism, its sumptuous
and inviting shapes espouse a contemporary and
straightforward minimalism. A modern chair
that perfectly travels through past, present and
future. This small chair fits almost everywhere:
in domestic and contract environment, alone or in
groups, around a meeting table or in a fine dining
situation. Available in different bases: 4 legs in
metal or wood, star-shaped structure.

Design by Marco Dessí

PRODUCT NAME
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LA MANUFACTURE
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LA MANUFACTURE
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LA MANUFACTURE

VARIANTS AND SIZES

Metal legs - Hs 470mm
Size: W719xD602xH863mm

LINUS

MARCO DESSÍ

Marco Dessí, born in Merano, Italy in 1976
studied Industrial Design at the University of
Applied Arts in Vienna. In 2008 he established
his own design studio. The Studio Marco Dessí
is a multidisciplinary design studio based in
Vienna and works with a list of international
clients and cultural institutions on a large variety
of projects, ranging from furniture and product
design to spatial design. The studio’s approach is
practical and collaborative. Design is understood
as an interactive process in which the client’s
production methods are taken into account during
the conception. The Studio Dessí is not committed
to a particular style, a preferred material nor an
established formula - indeed the way an item is
produced and the understanding of its materials
have a direct influence over its aestheticism and the
story that it tells.

LA MANUFACTURE

La Manufacture is a brand where design and
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international
designers. Each collection will highlight worldclass craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and
enduring quality.

CONTACTS

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr

Wood legs - Hs 470mm
Size: W719xD602xH863mm

COLORS
Upholstery:
Structure:

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Upholstery: Fabric or leather
Structure: Black powder-coated metal, Black chrome metal,
Noce Canaletto solid wood, Coral/Dark green/Black stained
wood.

